Videos working on THE FLU
http://jennyleger.com/units-of-work/13-in-sickness-and-in-health

Video 1 Flu Attack !
1. How can we protect ourselves from the flu epidemic ?

Video 2 : Flu symptoms
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the symptoms of the flu ?
What advice does the doctor give ?
Who are high-risk patients ?
What is the general advice concerning the flu ?

Video 3 : More detailed symptoms
1. List the advice given and differentiate between the categories of the population mentioned.

Video 4 : a CNN news report on the flu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the new technology presented ?
In what ways is it different ?
Heat Map – what is this ?
What is the potential for this tool ?
What does the Dr say about the flu vaccine ? [N.B. vaccine = jab (UK) = shot (USA) ]

INTERPRETATION : What is this news report aiming to achieve, in your opinion ?

Video 5 : Does the flu vaccine work to combat the flu ?
Watch the video and make notes on what the government is saying and why.

Video 6 : Piers Morgan and the flu vaccine.
Watch the video, explain in your own words what happens and draw your own conclusions, based on what
you see and hear in the video.
NB Research Piers Morgan to discover why he is important and what his impact is on the public.

Video 7 : Dr Oz
In the Piers Morgan video, you met Dr Oz. Watch this video to learn information about the doctor, what his
impact is and why his point of view is important. You can research this to complete your profile of him.

INTERPRETATION : Using all this information and extra information that you may have,
prepare a balanced list of arguments concerning the information given concerning the flu
problem.

